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Abstract

This essay examines the temporal logics of contemporary disaster management. I discuss episodes

from the expansion of the global disaster management complex—in the United States after

WWII, and in Indonesia after the New Order—to characterize the form of futurity established

through the technocratic administration of systematically-envisioned catastrophe. Disaster

management projects a shallow future whose indeterminacy does not stimulate aspiration

toward transcendence of the given, but rather motivates an endless procedural loop of

anticipation and pre-emption in order to delay the destruction of the present order. Disaster

management thus refashions ‘‘action’’ as the postponement of the future, and in doing so

explicates a basic but neglected temporality of liberalism—that of vigilance toward continually-

renewed danger.
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The New Time

In a recent interview, the urbanist Abidin Kusno observes that time in contemporary
Indonesia—in the post-Suharto or post-New Order or reformasi era—is markedly formless.

Kusno recalls that throughout Suharto’s three-decade rule (1967–1998) ideologies of
national development gave regular pattern to the temporality of Indonesian life. ‘‘There
were a series of five-year plans of development,’’ he says, ‘‘that would eventually lead
Indonesia to lepas landas like an airplane. Lepas means free, and the plans were to lead to
freedom from poverty’’ (Kusno et al., 2013: 181). The time of development embedded
ordinary life and action within the national project of achieving ‘‘a society that is just and
prosperous.’’ And across the archipelago, the ideology of national economic development in
turn gave warrant to the New Order’s violent enforcement of ‘‘political stability.’’ National
time under the New Order, Kusno indicates, oscillated between opposed tempos: perpetual
motion toward a radiant horizon, and a despotic stillness in which ‘‘nothing, as it were,
happen[ed]’’ (Pemberton, 1994: 4).
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Kusno’s interview is published in 2013, fifteen years after Suharto’s resignation and the
start of Indonesia’s transition from formally ‘‘authoritarian’’ to ‘‘liberal’’ rule. He suggests
that Indonesian life is no longer possessed of momentum toward an obvious collective
future. Economic development and related idioms still linger in the public sphere,
‘‘haunting people who want to leave behind Suharto’s time’’ (182). Yet the persistence of
the rakyat—the poor or the masses—in Indonesian political discourse signals ‘‘the failure
of developmentalist ideology’’ and the implausibility of its progressive form of time.
And as if stranded beside the road, post-New Order time provokes consciousness of itself
as a problem.1 Time becomes conspicuous with the uncoupling of ordinary life and action
from the future once projected by the old regime.2 Kusno ultimately recommends post-New
Order time as an intellectual and political enigma demanding reflection: ‘‘We assume an
‘anti-authoritarian’ position without much difficulty, but how about today, fifteen years
into the reformasi? How should we develop a critical relation to the new construct
of time?’’ (182).

*

Some months before the publication of Kusno’s interview, dozens of disaster
management executives have assembled in a ballroom at the lavish Hotel Borobudur in
central Jakarta. A kilometer from Monas and Masjid Istiqlal, twin monuments to
national independence, the leaders of the Indonesian disaster management community
have convened for a workshop on the subject of ‘‘contingency planning.’’

A speaker from the Red Cross clears his throat into a microphone. On a screen behind
him a slideshow flickers to life. Its first image is of the Earth viewed from outer orbit. He
begins,

We have to think bigger. This is a map of the world, and these are all of the tectonic plates in the
world. One plate moves, everything else happens. We have to think bigger, okay? The different

currents, the different oceans, the different temperatures. We have to be thinking about this at
even the local level.

The presenter is a middle-aged Dutchman possessed of the zeal and erratic gestures of a
motivational speaker. The disposition is appropriate to the sublime enormity of his
topic—everything on Earth. He is urging his fellow disaster professionals to meditate on
the total, barely thinkable interconnection of events rippling across planetary and local
scales of life.

The shifting of tectonic plates and the vacillations of planetary weather and water are
genuine concerns within the world-picture of disaster management. Yet his talk is not, in
the end, an introductory lesson in Earth science. Here planetary-scale processes supply the
figurative language with which to evangelize for a cutting-edge practical physics. The
managers of disaster, the Red Cross presenter indicates, should reconceive their work as
an intervention into a dynamic, unbounded, and alien system in which events are not
isolated but generate unpredictable and dramatic effects without limit in time and space.
The planetary whole stands as metaphor for any of its possible subdivisions; and
the condition of the whole, he indicates, is hypercomplex and unpredictable disarray.
The imperative for the specialists in disaster is to recognize themselves as agents operating
within a less certain, more contingent surround.

*
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Kusno describes the waning of a progressive mode of national historicity. The Red Cross
speaker recommends that the agents of disaster management assume a new perspective on
the causal relationships that generate the events of the physical world. The two would seem
to have little in common. The former describes the disintegration of a particular national
future; the latter advocates for a general picture of reality in the jargon of the planetary. As if
staging a caricature of modernist structures of cognition the two seem to divide between
themselves the labor of thinking time and space, history and nature, particular and universal.

But what if there were a subterranean correspondence between the superficially discrete
problems raised by Kusno and the Red Cross speaker, in the orbit of Jakarta and in the early
21st-century? What if the apparent torpor of contemporary politics were not merely a fact of
life in the ruins of past optimism, but also produced in concert with ascendent technologies
of liberal rule? In this essay, I discuss episodes from the steady expansion of the global
disaster management complex—in the United States after WWII, and in Indonesia after the
New Order—to suggest its connection to recent experiences of time ‘‘betrayed by history’’
(Scott, 2013: 2). One attempt to draw the ‘‘critical relation’’ for which Kusno calls, this essay
will suggest that disaster management and its distinctive means of reasoning about and
acting on ‘‘contingency’’ generates a form of time that complements, affirms, and
magnifies the sort of stranded time so often assigned to post-New Order Indonesia.

The logics and practices of contemporary disaster management, I will argue, generate a
looping temporality dense with perpetually-renewed threats to the present order of things,
whatever that order may be. Disaster management thereby installs and valorizes a ‘‘waiting
form of life’’ (Lear, 2015: 4) oriented toward a shallow future whose particular
indeterminacy stimulates neither aspirations to gradual improvement nor revolutionary
transcendence of the given, but instead motivates a logically endless cycle of anticipation
and pre-emption, aimed to postpone a future whose contingency is taken for an urgent
problem.

Further: in such a process a neglected temporality of liberalism becomes visible. Critics
and champions alike tend to locate liberalism’s significant temporality in expectations of the
progressive achievement of individual freedom, democratic order, economic growth, and
technoscientific advance. These are the usually contested terms of its ideological self-
description. But disaster management may be said to generate a rival futurity, one just as
basic to liberalism’s conceptual grammar but less often discussed. Liberalism, the political
theorist Margaret Canovan insisted in justification of its special patterns of violence, ‘‘is not
a matter of clearing away a few obstacles and allowing humanity to unfold its natural
essence. It is more like making a garden in a jungle that is continually encroaching.’’
(1990: 16)3 Today disaster management explicates this latent, negative time of
liberalism—the time of vigilance toward continually-renewed threat—as its general
principle of historical reality.4

The Disaster Complex

From a certain vantage disaster appears to be a unifying feature of the post-New Order
world. Indonesia’s bookstores are well stocked with popular books narrating volcanic
eruptions, airplane crashes, earthquakes, floods, and terrorist attacks. Hundreds of
master’s theses and doctoral dissertations across the natural and human sciences,
submitted annually at universities in Indonesia and in Europe and Australia, address
themselves to matters of disaster vulnerability, resilience, trauma, and reconstruction in
the archipelago. If one takes Wikipedia entries as expressions of the common sense of
things, it seems that from the global North the post-New Order era resembles a mere
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procession of disasters. The introduction to the site’s English-language page on the ‘‘Post-
Suharto Era’’ proposes that ‘‘the events that have shaped Indonesia include a bombing
campaign by Islamic terrorists (including the 2002 Bali bombings) and the 2004 Indian
Ocean earthquake and tsunami.’’ The era it describes as a ‘‘more open and liberal socio-
political environment’’ is, curiously, in equal measure the era of serial catastrophe. I make no
claim on this basis that disaster preoccupies some measurable quantity of the country’s
imagination. Nonetheless, it seems clear that an association of reformasi Indonesia with
disaster prevails within and far beyond Indonesia’s borders.

Indeed, the post-New Order period has seen the establishment of a vast technocratic
apparatus for the handling of disasters.5 The 2004 Indian Ocean Tsunami compelled the
formation of new national laws and policies on the governance of catastrophe, and the
creation of regional and national organs to implement them. It also magnetized an
enormous amount of capital and expertise from the global North, aimed at establishing
infrastructures, operational protocols, and technoscientific knowledge for the ‘‘reduction’’
of ‘‘disaster risk.’’ Beyond international support for relief work, the tsunami occasioned the
long-term deployment of disaster professionals from the foreign aid bureaus of the United
States, France, Germany, Australia, Japan, Korea, and elsewhere, and from such
international organizations as the Red Cross, World Bank, World Health Organization,
and branches of the United Nations. The availability of so much expertise to descend on
Indonesia indicates the extent to which the logics of disaster management are already
entrenched around the globe, in contemporary governance, in a worldwide ‘‘growth
market’’ (Scott, 2010), in dozens of degree-granting academic programs, and in specialist
careers often launched in tours of postcolonial South and Southeast Asia.

To the cosmopolitan class of disaster experts arriving from abroad, the 2004 Tsunami was
not an extraordinary occurrence demanding short-term relief in the idiom of humanitarian
response. Rather, they interpreted it as a symptom of a chronic condition: a permanent and
hitherto unacknowledged national exposure to serial disaster events. The destructive reach of
the tsunami pointed to a population unprepared for and inattentive to the threats latent in its
own milieu. The tsunami motivated the practical judgment of crisis in its fundamental form:
a declaration of newfound disjuncture between present reality and its customary
apprehension, a retrospective diagnosis that a previous order was in now-demonstrable
error about the basic dynamics of the world.

But the declaration of a crisis does more than expose the failures of the old way. As Roitman
observes, such a charge also demarcates ‘‘an opportunity to revert to the proper course of
history’’ (2013: 4). The invocation of crisis implies the path to its resolution. Indeed, to disaster
specialists a solution to the crisis of disasters was already available and systematized in the
methods of their own vanguard discipline. The means to rectify the order of things already
awaited deployment—indeed, the Tsunami demonstrated to the global disaster management
complex nothing less than the necessity of its own expansion and proliferation.

So much of the work of the disaster professionals in Indonesia derived and continues to
derive its sense from this story of overdue reform from without. It drew on a familiar
narrative arc in which a new science of social organization belatedly arrives, takes root,
and refashions imperiled existence in a marginal place. In that narrative, the development of
disaster management in Indonesia is a case study in delayed modernity.

The work of so many experts in disaster took form in a distributed network of projects
that share the same judgment of a single contemporary predicament. In 2012, the World
Bank was dredging Jakarta’s canals in advance of annual floods. GeoHazards International
had proposed raised ‘‘earth parks’’ on the western coast of Sumatra (a plan endorsed by the
Princeton ethicist Peter Singer (2011) as a ‘‘very good value’’ in view of the ratio of cost to
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future lives saved). The Arbeiter-Samariter-Bund had developed a course to teach
evacuation strategies to rural families. The facility in which I conducted ethnographic
research was planning large-scale tsunami simulations in Sumatra, and was in the process
of beta-testing an open source software suite that would stage virtual floods. But so many
diverse programs executed by different international agencies with various organizational
mandates agreed in their diagnosis of a general crisis, and a consensus that something must
be done. The disaster had revealed an epidemic of inaction. A gap yawned between the
intensities of future events that threatened Indonesian society, and Indonesians’ preparation
for them. Action, hitherto untaken, could close that gap. And such action should occur in
the now, before there followed another disastrous event, and another after that. Action
should be anticipatory.6

This widely-circulating diagnosis found expression in national law. Three years after the
Tsunami President Bambang Yudhoyono and the House of Representatives passed Law of
the Republic of Indonesia 24 of 2007. Titled ‘‘Concerning Disaster Management,’’ it
mandated the formation of a national means for the expectation, recognition, and
handling of disaster.

The text of Law 24 stages at some length the discovery of a rift between threats awaiting
in the future and the powers of national government. The Indonesian government, it asserts,
bears the liberal state’s broad biopolitical prerogative to ‘‘make live’’ (Foucault, 2003
[1997]): the state ‘‘shall bear responsibility to protect the entire nation of Indonesia as
well as the whole of the homeland with the aim of providing protection for life.’’ Yet
throughout the homeland it has been discovered that life is in jeopardy:

The territory of the Unitary State of the Republic of Indonesia has geographical, geological,

hydrological, and demographic factors as well as human factors, which result in fatalities,
damage the environment, loss of material possessions with a psychological impact which in
certain circumstances can hinder national development (1).

By ‘‘discovered’’ I do not suggest that damage and loss associated with destructive
occurrences was until recently unknown in Indonesia. Certainly the history of such events
is well documented. Yet the significance of the law is to gather together so many diverse
forces and event-kinds under a single category—‘‘disaster’’—for practical intelligibility.
An abstraction from an enormous archive of events distributed in space and time, the
disaster now comes into view, a coherent object before the law. And only in so appearing
does it point to an asymmetry between the powers that destroy life and the powers of the
state to guarantee it. The law rehearses in a single text the gradual conceptual consolidations
through which it becomes utterable that Indonesia is ‘‘a disaster prone territory.’’ Circa
2007, Indonesia finally ‘‘became unprepared’’ (Lakoff, 2008).

Law 24 came as good news to the disaster management industry. Disaster professionals
received it as overdue indigenous affirmation of their own framework and function. As one
industry consultant waxed metaphoric, the law was the ‘‘silver lining of the Tsunami.’’
(Willitts-King 2009) That is, the shock of the disaster event left intransigent legislators
receptive to radical technical and legal-political transformations that would encourage
compliance with a series of international resolutions—most recently, the UN’s 2009
Hyogo Framework for Action—emphasizing the necessity of pre-emptive interventions
against catastrophe throughout the Global South.

Law 24 was everywhere glossed in such terms of an ethico-political distinction between
inaction and action. It exemplified a ‘‘paradigm shift’’ in governance from ‘‘disaster response
to enhancing disaster risk reduction,’’ from ‘‘fatalistic acceptance to a proactive management
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approach.’’ And beyond the operations of the state it aimed to install that proactivity
throughout the social field. ‘‘Responsibility for disaster management,’’ the same
consultant noted, ‘‘no longer lies just with the government, but is shared by all elements
of society.’’ To the disaster managers Law 24 promised not only an overhaul of
administrative machinery but of an obsolete way of being in the world. By means of
disaster management Indonesians would cease to be unwitting casualties to whom the
events of a contingent world simply happened. Indonesian society, the international
disaster management community enthused, would awaken, responsibilize itself as the
agent of its own circumstances, tune in to the virtual domain in which awaited an infinite
series of future catastrophes. Indonesia would take action where it had once been idle.

New Things To Do

The conceptual order of disaster management depends entirely on this distinction of action
from idleness. It is indicated that a society—here Indonesia—has been disastrously passive.
The cosmopolitan experts in catastrophe propose to mobilize that society, to reorganize and
so activate it. The distinction seems ‘‘natural’’ enough. The difference between doing
nothing and doing something is more or less self-evident, and that self-evidence is much
of its value to the various powers that insist on drawing the distinction. But do we genuinely
understand it?

Social theorists select from a wide range of conceptual devices for identifying the essential
features of action.7 It runs the gamut from an insistence that every physical event is an
action, to the thesis that action inheres in efficacy alone, to arguments regarding volition of
the kind that Wittgenstein satirizes in the Philosophical Investigations when he asks, ‘‘what is
left over if I subtract the fact that my arm goes up from the fact that I raise my arm?’’ Yet
whether they are searching for an observable movement of bodies, or some clear result, or
else a private burst of mental willing, what so many of our preferred pictures of action share
is a curious aspiration to define it in isolation from the idioms through which we ordinarily
know ourselves to take action or decline it, or demand it from each other, or complain about
its absence. I suspect that such immediate flight to one or another theoretical definition can
only loosen our understanding of a scenario in which the work of defining action is already
going on: a geopolitical intervention that declares a crisis of inaction, an arrogation of
governing power that begins with the re-appraisal of society as the non-actor who must
become an actor.

For this reason, I want to consider the alternative approach on view in Anscombe’s
monograph Intention (1957). The point is not to verify or falsify some existing practical
idea of action, to lay atop observable practices a theoretical schema supposedly more
rigorous, and then point out the gaps (this is arguably what the disaster apparatus
already undertakes to do). Instead, Anscombe’s Intention may help us to identify the
contours and consequences of that practical idea of action, and the political stakes of
invoking it. A much-debated effort to construct a philosophy of psychology that would in
turn renew the foundations of moral philosophy, Intention’s significance spreads out in more
directions than I am able to discuss here. What is of instant relevance, however, is
Anscombe’s well-known proposal that intentional action—the kind of thing at stake in
the order to ‘‘take action’’—is action ‘‘under a description.’’ It is an action, she writes
early in Intention, ‘‘to which a certain sense of the question ‘Why?’ is given application’’ (9).

At minimum Anscombe is turning our attention from the ‘‘sequence of doings’’ (Hacking,
1995: 235)—the movement of a limb, the mental process causing it, the outcome
generated—and emphasizing instead a problem of knowledge, of oneself and others.
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When she stresses that action inheres in its ‘‘description,’’ she is indicating that, to the extent
that I act at all, I know myself to be the subject of a particular kind of act—with my arm
raised I am, say, waving down a yellow taxi from the far lane.8 Questioned as to what I am
doing, I could likely indicate as much. And you, in turn, may equally take me for an actor if
you are able to characterize what I do under the same description, or perhaps another—I am
slowing traffic, I am precipitating an accident. Anscombe’s approach locates action in the
knowledge that one is doing something in particular, carrying out one from among
the repertoire of actions for which a shared language has come to possess descriptions.
And in arguing so, she indicates that anyone’s sense of what is and is not action belongs
to the encompassing matrix in which a language and a set of techniques of the body have
shaped each other to the point of indistinction. She implies that the boundary between the
active and the idle, between doing something and doing nothing, is inevitably sketched by a
broader and yet provincial regime of socio-political existence.

One consequence of Anscombe’s approach in Intention is that any form of action now
appears to be a temporary and localized possibility, an opportunity limited by the confines of
history and geography. Like the social arrangements to which they belong, actions come and
go. And one cannot take action under a description that is not yet available (a banal
example: no waving down of yellow cabs before the advent of the internal combustion
engine). Conversely, as Ian Hacking glosses, ‘‘when new descriptions become available,
when they come into circulation, or even when they become the sorts of things that it is
all right to say, to think, then there are new things to do’’ (236). New idioms of action
become available and achieve self-evidence under pressure of historical circumstance,
technological change, new distributions and techniques of power, and so on. Inherited
idioms of action may begin to fail their actors.9

Returning to the managers of disaster, I would suggest that the declaration of a crisis or
epidemic of inaction indicates some historically-emergent principle of political reason, a new
way of assessing the recent past and intervening into the present. This is the scene of a new
description of action (a different possibility for acting, a rival logic of activity itself) assuming
power, becoming magnetic, redrawing the boundary between action and idleness. The
remainder of this essay will sketch its contours—in particular, an idiosyncratic political
relationship between action and the indeterminacy of the future.

I start with a comparison. Consider, for example, the work of Hannah Arendt, whose
oeuvre offers an extreme instance of the modernist impulse to specify action in relation to
futurity. The first sentences of her Human Condition (1958) divide human activity into the
ideal categories of labor, work, and action, with each corresponding to a fundamental
register of human existence. If labor refers to the efforts that perpetuate human biological
existence, and if work is characterized by the fabrication of enduring objects and institutions,
it is the rare occurrence of action that reaches beyond necessity and the given to introduce
genuine novelty into the human world. For Arendt, action inheres in full in instances of
transcendence and manifestations of the unprecedented. Her examples of action in the
modern era are most often episodes of revolution and popular revolt. Revolutions, she
writes elsewhere, ‘‘are the only political events which confront us directly and inevitably
with the problem of beginning’’ (1963: 21).

For Arendt, to act is to thus introduce something new into the historical world. Action in
its pure form issues in ‘‘an unconnected new event breaking into the continuum, into the
sequence of chronological time’’ (1978: 208). It separates the past from the present, the
present from the future. Indeed, Arendt privileges action as a mode of activity necessarily
opposed to the routine and continuous procedures that preceded it, and action’s possibility is
guaranteed by a form of time that is characteristically open to the appearance of something
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radically new. Arendt’s entire oeuvre presumes a future that is at base open to the emergence
of the new, which is to say that it is contingent and indeterminate, and she approaches the
contingency and indeterminacy of the future as an opportunity for the exercise of freedom.

The disaster complex likewise admits of the indeterminacy of the future, yet interprets it
quite differently. It envisions that indeterminacy as an indefinite procession of devastating
events, and it moves to ward off unexpected novelty rather than to usher it into reality.
Disaster management establishes a wholly opposite relation of action and time: to act is to
block contingency rather than exploit its opportunity. Indeed, one expects that Arendt
would regret the planetary rise of disaster management in the late-twentieth and early
21st centuries as a form of institutionalized anti-action, of action misconstrued precisely
as a frenetic perpetuation of the social that obstructs action proper. The important
temporality of action within the disaster apparatus is not a bold leap into a future
different from the present and past, but the manic stretching out of a contemporary state
of affairs from one moment into the next. The global disaster management complex
pressures this new description, ruling out others—action in the negative, turned to
obstruct the arrival of the very future it projects.

Steady State Social

Contemporary disaster scientists often cite the work of Charles Fritz as the earliest
articulation of a modern science of disaster management. Fritz introduced a broad
readership to the subject in the first edition of Contemporary Social Problems (1961), an
encyclopaedia of difficulties facing North Atlantic societies after the second World War.
Alongside entries on ‘‘Crime,’’ ‘‘Suicide,’’ ‘‘Prostitution,’’ ‘‘Race and Ethnic Relations,’’ and
‘‘Family Disorganization’’—problems sociological attention can ostensibly help
redress—Contemporary Social Problems includes Fritz’s lengthy entry on ‘‘disaster.’’
While the book is ostensibly a catalogue of contemporary dilemmas, it does not approach
those phenomena as peculiarly 20th-century pathologies. The volume’s co-editor Robert
Nisbet notes that addiction, suicide, and mental illness would have been present to the
average Englishman of the 18th-century. Yet they would not have been regarded as
especially worrisome, nor as illnesses that might be cured. ‘‘Such problems,’’ he writes,
‘‘had not yet entered the province of moral consciousness’’ (4). To be modern, by
contrast, was to encounter these phenomena unhappily: to enjoy a ‘‘disturbing moral
impact’’ upon encounter. The volume places disaster within a set of social phenomena
specifically intolerable to the heightened sensitivity of moderns.

Fritz’s chapter on ‘‘Disaster’’ draws its evidence from actual and simulated events of
wartime destruction. Social-scientific interest in the disaster emerges from the ambitions
of American national security. In particular, it develops from two practical aspirations:
‘‘First, to secure more adequate protection of the destructive and disruptive consequences
of potential atomic, biological, and chemical attack; and second, to produce the maximal
amount of disruption to the enemy in the event of war’’ (653). What draws together so many
different kinds of occurrences to create the tractable object ‘‘disaster,’’ embracing peacetime
and wartime destruction alike? ‘‘In its most general sociological sense,’’ Fritz writes, ‘‘a
disaster is defined as a basic disruption of the social context within which individuals and
groups function, or a radical departure from the pattern of normal expectations’’ (655). It is
an ‘‘event concentrated in time and space’’ whose force prevents the fulfillment of society’s
‘‘essential functions.’’ Regardless of scale the essence of disaster remains the same—a sudden
disturbance in the ongoingness of a social order. Disaster is therefore not truly of a kind
with the other ‘‘social problems’’ of the volume, which describe varieties of deviance,
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disorganization, and anti-sociality conceived as elements distributed across a normal social
order.

By contrast disaster is proposed to be a sudden suspension of the normal itself. And such
a notion of disaster relies, crucially, on the then cutting-edge language of general systems
theory. Fritz explains, ‘‘We can call the normal, ongoing social life in a society a ‘steady
state.’ During this period, people carry out their routine occupations and their habitual
personal and social roles.’’

The description of society as a steady state applies a recent scientific metaphor with
universalizing aspirations. The language of the steady state had achieved prominence in
the previous decade as a response from the biological sciences to chemistry’s ‘‘time-
independent equilibrium.’’ In a landmark essay published in Science a decade before the
appearance of Contemporary Social Problems, the biologist Ludwig von Bertalanffy (1950:
23) proposed an understanding of living organisms as ‘‘open systems’’ in contrast to the
‘‘closed systems’’ of chemical reactions. His fundamental distinction is that no materials
enter or leave a closed system, whereas open and living systems are always ‘‘maintaining
themselves in an exchange of materials with environment.’’

Change in a closed system sees the working out of relations between a finite and
permanent set of components. In an open system components are in a constant metabolic
process of flux and self-replacement in an unbounded milieu. A sealed vessel of mixed
chemicals exemplifies the closed system. The open system might be a cell, or an animal, or
an ecosystem, or a human society. But the more important consequence of this distinction is
temporal. He begins a section entitled ‘‘General Characteristics of Open Systems’’:

A closed-system must, according to the second law of thermodynamics, eventually attain a time

independent equilibrium state, with maximum entropy and minimum free energy, where the
ratio between its phases remains constant. An open-system may attain (certain conditions
presupposed) a time-independent state where the system remains constant as a whole and in

its phases, though there is a continuous flow of the component materials. This is called a steady
state. . . To perform work, the system must be, not in equilibrium, but tending to attain it. And to
go on this way, the system must maintain a steady state (1950).

Consequent to its limited, hermetic character, the closed system moves toward permanent
stasis. It reaches a stage such that there are no further flows of matter or energy, no changes
of phase: the time-independent equilibrium describes the inevitable permanence and stillness
of an arrangement of materials. By contrast, the steady state of an open system has no telos
apart from its present. The open system is in a process of dynamic exchange with its
environment, and achieves constancy not upon arrival at an inevitable end but through
the constant labor of self-maintenance. It is always working in order to produce the
stability of its steady state, and for Bertalanffy such constant work is the essence of life
itself. The closed system arrives to eventual stasis, whereas the open system is always in the
process of securing its normal vital function. And transition of the latter to the former, of a
steady state to time-independent equilibrium, Bertalanffy observes, is death itself (26).

When society is rethought as an open system in its ‘‘steady state’’ there follows a strange
moral naturalism, an is-ought relation in which the current functioning of the social order
justifies its preservation by the mere fact of its present existence.10 Maintenance of the
present order becomes an end in itself, especially when posed against the disaster which
threatens not only the ‘‘life’’ that belongs to individual organisms, but also society itself
interpreted as a coherent vital whole. The present becomes a project. The reigning political
organization of collective life solicits maintenance as long as it meets the minimum criteria of
vitality. Against the threat of a disaster which might disrupt the continuity of a society and
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so induce its death, the open system must develop extended techniques to regulate its relation
to an uncertain milieu.

‘‘If the continuity of social life is to be maintained,’’ Fritz concludes, ‘‘the society must be
organized to anticipate the probable kinds of disaster and take adequate preparatory
measures in the pre-disaster, steady state’’ (651). Here the sociology of disaster presents
itself as part of the endless work of the society-as-open-system. Fritz’s project is to
generate the knowledge necessary such that normal function is prepared for and survives
disturbance. Disaster science is structured to preserve the ongoingness of the steady state,
whatever its features may be. And with the social order imagined as a precarious phase to be
maintained, the disaster comes to loom as an ever-present virtuality. ‘‘Pre-disaster, steady
state’’: society regarded as a steady state is necessarily pre-disaster. Disaster offers the
spectacular alternative to normal function, and so disaster’s virtual likeness constantly
accompanies that normal function.

The precarious steady state is not the only scientific metaphor through which to imagine a
social order and its vulnerability to sudden destruction. A line of 18th-century Earth science
interpreted those extreme occurrences we now call natural disasters not as disruptions of
order but precisely as evidence of an orderly world, as moments in the determinate process of
the Earth’s preordained regeneration. Disturbance was accordingly necessary to the integrity
of order, rather than anomalous and fatal; anomaly induced order and helped to transport
the world in the direction of providence. As Miller (2011: 79) has recorded at length,
catastrophes of ‘‘natural’’ origin and events of revolutionary violence alike were in the
eighteenth and nineteenth centuries explicable as necessary events—necessary in the
strongest sense—through which order and harmony might be established.

The temporality of contemporary disaster management runs exactly counter to the earlier
naturalism. Despite its obsessive attention to the possible (indeed, ‘‘the probable,’’ in Fitz’s
terms) the disaster apparatus does not itself act toward a future distinct from the present. No
inspired vision of some other life animates action in the present. On the contrary it exerts
itself so as to ensure, to the best of its ability, the perdurance of a steady-state into the next
moment, and into the next after that. It acts so that nothing will happen.

Endless Means

The disaster managers at Jakarta’s Hotel Borobudur have come for a workshop on
‘‘contingency planning.’’ Almost all of the disaster managers I speak to over several
months in Jakarta tell me that everything they do is meant to support that process. If the
disaster apparatus adds up to more than its parts, if it describes a particular albeit partial
world, that world finds practical outline in the work of contingency planning.

Indeed, the Red Cross spokesperson has insisted on the contingency and complexity of
the planet as the premise of an argument for more robust contingency planning. The depth
of planetary uncertainty, he implies, requires a more expansive managerial apparatus. When
his image of whole Earth—illustrating the deserved and inevitable scale for disaster
management—fades from the screen, a stock image of a red button appears in its place.
‘‘PANIC’’ is written across the surface in capital letters. A bit of nervous laughter is heard,
and he continues:

We’ve got to stop making fun out of a very serious process of contingency planning. And there is
no panic button. We all have a panic button, of course. We all panic. But we should try to reduce
the need to do this. Of course we can jump out of planes, we can respond. But we’ve got to be

more proactive.
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How should the disaster manager deal with the awful dynamism of the world now
conceived as complex and uncertain? One learns to act differently—‘‘proactively.’’
It seems there are two emotional states with which to endure the new world: one panics
or one does not, and ultimately the two correspond to the distinct ethical temporalities of
reaction and action. ‘‘Response,’’ reaction that falls after the event of disaster, is the
deficient style of action, the methodology of the panicked. The speaker is arguing that
disaster management in Indonesia has until now expressed only panic because it has
focused on emergency response. Even the heroics of emergency response—the leap of
relief workers from an airplane—no longer deserve to be valorized. That heroics are
necessary at all means that they have come too late. Proactivity, on the other hand, is
always on time. Certainly, as in the field’s embrace of Indonesian Law 24, the doctrine of
proactivity encompasses anticipatory action. But a more complicated temporal structure is
in force here. ‘‘Proactive’’ measures are not only distinguished by their occurrence before a
disaster. The speaker goes on:

Contingency planning is not a document, alright? Most importantly it’s not a document. It’s a

process and a state of mind, alright?. . . The plan is an indicator of where we are in the process.
A contingency plan always needs to be updated, right? Otherwise, my understanding of a process
is, the contingency plan from five years ago is still relevant. Which it is not.

Contingency planning is not a document, but a process and a state of mind. The document is
not the outcome of planning but is merely an index of planning’s ongoing work. And the
process of planning may never reach a end. It ‘‘always needs to be updated.’’ The document,
it follows, is always already obsolete because reality is always in flux. Any actual plan, made
concrete in writing, is of secondary importance. It is a measure of one’s position in the course
of catching up to constant change—what matters more than the document is the quality of
attunement that it measures. Contingency planning names a formal practice of vigilant
attention to inevitable change.

This may seem strange in comparison to the forms of planning more often registered
by social theory. Consider, by contrast, the ‘‘strange anthropology. . .of the world-as-
exhibition’’ that Mitchell (1991: 21) discovers in the first volume of Marx’s Capital:

What distinguished man from ‘external’ nature was his ability to make a mental map. Like the

architect, as Marx explained in a well-known phrase, man ‘raises his structure in imagination
before he erects it in reality.’ Like the visitor to the exhibition, that is, his separation from an
external object-world was something mediated by a nonmaterial plan. . . an ‘imaginary structure’
that exists before and apart from something called ‘external reality.’

Mitchell identifies in Marx the archetype of a modernist mode of planning in which humans
first envision a yet nonexistent order, then proceed to reshape material reality in its image.
The imagination leaps out of history in order to discover the telos for activity in the present.
And this structure of imagination achieves intelligibility in a world that is reliable and pliant
enough to be forced into the shape one wills. In its archetypal form planning begins by
generating the positive content of what Foucault (2007: 47) called a ‘‘sphere complementary
to reality.’’ And so the planning process may hypothetically reach its end when some region
of reality resembles that other, immaterial realm of the imagination.

But contingency planning depends on a different structure of the imagination. It is not in
the business of imagining a future order that one could realize, and in so doing deliver a
world distinct from present and past. In contingency planning the imagination fixes itself on
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what happens to us rather than what we may make happen. Contingency planning’s
imperative is an expansive and constantly renewed assessment of possible threat,
undertaken in the service of indefinite survival.11

*

For its ubiquity the practice of contingency planning is not easy to summarize. This is
perhaps typical of an apparatus whose target must be general enough to encompass
an enormous range of event-kinds imaginable as disasters. The International Federation
of Red Cross and Red Crescent Societies’ recent Contingency Planning Guide,
for example, describes that organization as a ‘‘global disaster system focused on effective
preparedness for, and response to, disasters and crises of all magnitudes’’ (4). It plans
for everything, everywhere, forever. Contingency planning is going on at ‘‘at all levels of
the organization.’’ The IFRC is constantly generating ‘‘multi-hazard disaster-response
plan[s] with hazard specific annexes’’ along with ‘‘hazard-specific contingency plans to
cover high-risk disaster events’’ (8), and the document lists among its uses preparation
for flood, earthquake, cyclone, tsunami, drought, landslide, and biological events. Yet
across these many registers and scales two qualities characterize contingency planning’s
curious idiom of action: the disciplined imagination of a gap, and endless movement to
close that gap.

First, through a set of increasingly formal techniques contingency planning envisions
potential disaster events and their consequences; ‘‘in the absence of an actual disaster,
contingency plans are based on scenarios. They are focused on analyzing the risks to the
population and likely impacts of potential disasters’’ (15). The facility in which I was
embedded was tasked with producing these scenarios. On the basis of geological records
employees created maps illustrating the distribution of virtual catastrophe across Indonesia.
Further, they were at work on an open-source software suite that helped disaster managers
to generate detailed visualizations of a virtual disaster event by pairing the geological hazard
maps with data on infrastructure, topology, and population.

An engineer was particularly proud to show me the software’s ‘‘Jakarta Flood Scenario.’’
Upon the selection of specific parameters—we settled on ‘‘a flood similar to the 2007 event,’’
‘‘without infrastructural improvements’’—the program produced a cartographic image of
flooding across the city’s vast area. The screen refreshed, slowly, and we looked over an
aerial image of Jakarta, unevenly overlaid with opaque patches of blue. On the left hand
there appeared a calculation of the number of individuals requiring evacuation, the number
of buildings under more than one meter of water, the total human need per week as
measured in food, drinking water, and sanitation facilities.

Scenarios of this kind facilitate speculation on the nature of possible occurrences in
the absence of knowledge, and on response procedures that could temper their results.
The scenario scientifizes contingency planning for disaster: the engineer repeatedly
expressed his hope that it would replace a process typically based on ‘‘gut.’’
The planning process sculpts the imagination. It provides a limited format through
which the imagination may direct itself toward unknown future occurrences. And in
doing so it makes way for the credible designation of a social body as prepared or
unprepared. The Red Cross manual calls this ‘‘preparedness gap analysis.’’ Generating
images of virtual catastrophes it discovers a gap between future circumstances and the
available means of surviving them.

Second, contingency planning develops measures to close that gap between the imagined
future and the present state of affairs. It proposes specific interventions to mitigate
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risk—infrastructural development, architectural reinforcements, and so on—and designs
procedures to be run when the event does occur. The IFRC Guide offers an expansive list
of actions that should be specified in advance. How will emergency responders arrive to the
scene and by what routes will survivors evacuate it? From what source will medical supplies
be delivered and to what locations? How many vehicles will deploy and how will they refuel?
What radio frequencies will responders use to communicate with each other? What is our
information strategy for the public, for donors, for other agencies? Who is authorized to
‘‘trigger’’ the plan, and according to what criteria? An elaborate system of response
activity—a system that does not and cannot yet exist—must be assembled.

But the gap between the future disaster and current preparations can never close
completely. Recall the Red Cross operative’s insistence that planning is a process of
constant revision. The IFRC manual affirms this principle throughout the Guide
‘‘Contingency planning is an ongoing process and the planning process is often as
important as the plan itself. . . Plans must be tested and updated regularly to check their
relevance. During rapidly changing situations plans will need to be updated more
frequently’’ (10). Contingency planning succeeds only insofar as it remains in motion. It
fails if it comes to a stop. Consider this graphic of the planning process, published in the
Guide:

(IFRC, 2012: 6)

The planner analyzes potential threats, inevitably discovers a preparedness gap, and
develops measures and strategies for survival. Disaster (real or simulated) occurs and IFRC
operations roll out as planned. But implementation of those strategies does not close out the
process. The disaster can only generate new information about the gap between an uncertain
future and the present state of preparation. In the diagram, disaster itself is diminished in
status, is reduced to the implicit line connecting ‘‘development’’ and ‘‘implementation’’—the
disaster is curiously subordinate to the relentless building up of a more powerful disaster
management apparatus. It immediately offers itself up as the simulation of another future
event: disaster managers review its course and begin developing strategies anew. The process
is infinite. And the premise that propels the cycle through so many turns is that disasters are
a permanent characteristic of the future. Here contingency achieves ironic necessity.

*

Throughout his writings, Koselleck (2005) considers a basic contour of modern temporal
experience: contingency is taken for granted with the assumption that future conditions will
be distinct from those of the past. From this increasing asymmetry of the shared ‘‘space of
experience’’ with a ‘‘horizon of expectation’’ arises the political idiom of progress.
The asymmetry of experience and expectation generates the aspiration to induce change
and the synesthesia of movement across time. If the future must be unlike the present,
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there arises the possibility of improving present conditions, and so of influencing the
direction of the movement of history. This, Koselleck suggests, is the temporal ground of
modernist political attitudes and particularly those characterizing themselves as -isms:
republicanism, socialism, liberalism, and so on. The indeterminacy of the future allows for
an ideal condition (the ‘‘republic,’’ for example, or a socialist order) to be re-established as a
telos of action and target of optimistic imagination in the present.

But if the future is necessarily different from the present, it may contain something apart
from an opportunity for improvement. Future difference may be otherwise comprehended as
the inevitable destruction of the present. If all that we know of the future is its inevitable
difference from the present, then the future may equally harbor the threat of undoing the
present world and progress so far established. The optimism of a social world moving
progressively forward through time comes paired with the horror of the inscrutable future
rushing at the present.12 Disaster management foregrounds this darker vision of the
contingent. And while Koselleck insists that contingency provides the opening for all
modern political projects, I want to suggest the possibility that disaster management and
its negative futurity achieves special intelligibility and significance within the liberal form of
life—in particular, amidst the supposedly eternal aftermath of ‘‘the unabashed victory of
economic and political liberalism’’ (Fukuyama, 1989: 3).

Critics of liberalism have observed that it draws on an unusual vision of the human good.
Whereas a range of modernist political forms could be said to base their progressive attitudes
in some imagination of a form of life in which human beings would best flourish, MacIntyre
(1989: 340) distinguishes the liberal society as one committed to there being ‘‘no one
overriding good.’’ A long-range consequence of this organizing principle of liberal
societies is the presumption that any claim about the good is effectively contingent, and
that debate over the good is necessarily inconclusive, irresolvable, and therefore endless.
Such endlessness, MacIntyre argues, is embodied in proceduralist forms of justice, in a
system of hypothetically impartial rules and procedures for resolving disagreement
between competing arbitrary preferences. Nonetheless, in so doing liberalism ultimately
and paradoxically does enforce an idiosyncratic vision of the good. MacIntyre writes,

The principles which inform [liberal versions] of practical reasoning and the theory and practice
of justice within such a polity are not neutral with respect to rival and conflicting theories of the
human good. Where they are in force they impose a particular conception of the good life, of
practical reasoning, and of justice upon those who willingly or unwillingly accept the liberal

procedures and liberal terms of debate. The overriding good of liberalism is no more and no less
than the continued sustenance of the liberal and social order (345).13

What good organizes the signature institutions of the liberal form of life? It is at base the
continuity of those institutions into the next moment. Ruling out the plausibility that any
preference could ever have priority over another, liberalism instead valorizes its system of
mechanisms to guarantee that conflicts of interest are resolvable without reference to an
overall account of the good. The telos of the liberal form of life is internal to the
proceduralism it puts in place. Ends and means collapse into one another.

Liberal forms of life may therefore be singularly disposed to approach the contingent future
as a storm to be weathered. A liberal social and political order above all demands its own
endless ‘‘sustenance’’ in the face of inevitable threat—in Margaret Canovan’s exemplary line,
liberals are called to set themselves to ‘‘making a garden in a jungle that is continually
encroaching.’’ Yet extending MacIntyre’s analysis, one may decline to interpret this charge
as the self-evident obligation of the enlightened in perennially dark times. Rather, it appears to
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express a form of time and disposition to action that eventually arises from the liberal
renunciation of a substantive vision of the good (on which neoliberal modes of governance
may be regarded as a variation). It is fitting, then, that the late global explosion of disaster
management is coeval with the supposed ‘‘end of history’’—with the period in which liberalism
assures itself that its mastery of the planet will have no end. The disaster apparatus formalizes
and magnifies liberalism’s necessary disposition toward the future-as-threat. Disaster
management too projects the endlessness of the present, producing the social as a steady
state that demands indefinite maintenance. And it is organized by a corresponding
proceduralist ethos. Recall, for example, the Red Cross speaker’s insistence on the constant
revision of the contingency plan: ‘‘it always needs to be updated.’’ And further, the principle of
‘‘preparedness gap analysis’’: a disciplined and authoritative imagination inevitably discovers
that a collective body is unprepared for the future disaster and so calls for more robust
preparations, more elaborate readiness—for a greater disaster apparatus.14 Above all
disaster management is permanently at work on the growth of its own capacities, and so
itself absorbs the progressive impulse. Every turn of the preparedness cycle, every disaster
weathered, and every gap discovered is an opportunity for its own expansion.

Finishing Moves

So many narratives of the post-New Order era tell a story in which liberal democracy is the
nation’s inevitable, if gradually realized, fate. The recent election of Joko Widodo to the
Indonesian presidency has been widely glossed as the clear-cut victory of liberalism over
Suharto-style authoritarianism (the latter condition achieved and sustained, of course, with
the assistance of the arch-liberal United States).15 The aforementioned formlessness of post-
New Order time might therefore seem to buttress a familiar triumphalism: that the ‘‘end of
history’’ has spread outward from the metropole to the (post) colony, that Indonesia has
belatedly but finally experienced what Fukuyama called the ‘‘total exhaustion of viable
systematic alternatives to Western liberalism.’’ Further, if time is conspicuous as a
problem today, this would only confirm Fukuyama’s dubious regret that ‘‘the end of
history will be a ‘sad time’’’ (18), in which so much that we once valued in human action
(‘‘courage, imagination, and idealism’’) is now without application. In liberal reason, the
contemporary formlessness of post-New Order time would be evidence of nothing so much
as the inevitability of liberal democracy across the globe.

There are, happily, alternative descriptions of the present situation. In his Unfinished
Nation, Lane (2008) offers a diagnosis and implicit solution to the problem of post-New
Order temporality. Contemporary Indonesia, he argues, has forgotten the historical
orientation first charted in the National Revolution. The New Order’s suppression of a
leftist, anti-colonial tradition has left Indonesians with no memories with which they could
constitute an alternative future. This tradition, Lane writes, might be profitably resurrected:

Rediscovery of a history of mass struggle, of leftist and radical ideas, of the national revolution

itself will not answer all of the questions of the future. It helps pose a question: what has already
been won and what is left to be won? What has already been done and what is to be done now
and in the future (284)?

For Lane the dissatisfactions of post-Suharto temporality follow from a loss of historical
sense, from a forgetting of those socialist and anti-colonial possibilities named during the
Revolution and the early days of independence. As the title of his book suggests, Indonesia is
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an ‘‘unfinished nation’’ because a progressive past has become hidden over the course of the
last half-century. Yet if the right memories were somehow recovered, he implies, it might be
possible to jumpstart historical time and chart a path out from the doldrums.

I would raise another point beside this. What if the post-New Order were not simply the
time of no time? What if the present futurelessness were sustained, even produced in part, by
ascendent practices of power? I have begun to argue here that certain modes of liberal
governance, disaster management among them, may also generate this obscure new kind
of time: an indefinite present without exit. Indeed, what if some commonplaces of
contemporary political experience—the endless now, the impossibility of action, the
unthinkability of another world—were actually fostered by the signature institutions and
procedures of liberal rule? These are, one notes, the same experiences that liberal reason
offers as evidence of its own planetary inevitability.
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Notes

1. In his Unfinished Nation (2008), Max Lane recalls novelist Pramoedya Ananta Toer’s parallel
observation that after Suharto Indonesia’s younger generations ‘‘don’t know where they have

come from, they don’t know where they should go.’’ Indeed, the very title of Lane’s book

indicates that the nation has so far failed to ‘‘finish’’ itself and suggests the descriptive and
normative challenge emerging with the collapse of obvious collective futurity. Consider, too, the

remark by current president Joko Widodo (2014) during his candidacy: that sixteen years into the
reformasi era Indonesian society is increasingly ‘‘galau’’—restless, confused, unsettled.

2. Throughout this essay I draw on Scott’s discussion of ‘‘temporal disjunctures involved in living on

in the wake of past political time,’’ of time ‘‘standing away, so to speak from its conventional
grounding and embeddedness in history’’ (2013: 2). This essay attempts to coordinate such

a disjuncture with the forms of time generated in the mechanics of contemporary liberal

governance.
3. Emphasis mine. See also Asad’s important discussion of this passage in Formations of the Secular

(Palo Alto: Stanford University Press, 2003), 56–62.

4. Critical discussions of parallel logics of resilience and security often associate those idioms of
governance with neoliberalism (see, for example, Cooper and Walker, 2011; Evans and Reid,

2014). Here I discuss disaster management as a liberal form in order to mark its simultaneity
with the refashioning of Indonesia as ostensibly liberal nation, as well to locate disaster

management in relation to the surpassing grammar of the liberal form of life—a grammar to
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which both liberal and neoliberal styles of governance alike may be said to belong. I discuss this

point directly in relation to the work of Alasdair MacIntyre.
5. Little critical scholarship has considered the politics of disaster management in South and

Southeast Asia. Important exceptions include Choi (2015) and Lowe (2010), and of particular

relevance to this essay, Springer and Turpin’s critical analysis (2016) of state-led ‘‘normalization’’
projects in Jakarta and the displacement of the urban poor that occurs under the banner of
compulsory disaster management.

6. On the politics of anticipation see Anderson (2010) and Masco (2014).

7. For an efficient discussion of this range see Pippin (2012), pp. 10–12.
8. Although my example here is the raising of an arm, it is not strictly necessary to identify action

with bodily movement. See Ford (2016).

9. Take, for example, Deleuze’s conclusion from post-WWII cinema: ‘‘we hardly believe any longer
that a global situation can give rise to an action which is capable of modifying it—no more than we
believe that an action can force a situation to disclose itself, even partially’’ (1986 [1983]: 206).

10. On moral orders of nature, see Daston and Vidal (2003).
11. I draw here on the example of Masco (2014).
12. See Doane’s (2002) discussion of film’s simultaneous power to index accidental occurrence and

rationalize time.

13. Emphasis mine.
14. Here I am indebted to Agrama’s (2012: 35) discussion of patterns of suspicion endemic in the

liberal regulatory state, and in particular, of a ‘‘looping effect’’ between suspicion and legal

entrenchment.
15. See, for example, Liow and Rieffel (2014), Schuman (2014), and Shehkar (2014).
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